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PROGRAM:

'DIE SEATTLE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOO·IETY

jointly with
THE WASHINGTON ARCHAEOLOGICAL 800 IETY

announces a lecture on
PRE-CERAMIC ARCHAEOLOGY IN SOUTH MERICA
By DR. ALEX D. KRIEGER, Research Prof essnr in the
Department of Anthropology, University of Washington.

•

From 3anuary to March of this year, Dr. Krieger visited 20 universities
and museums in Mexico, Venezuela, Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, Chile, Peru,
Ecuador, and Colombia under a grant from the Organization of American
States. The· purpose of the.. trip was two-fold: to gather researc·h material
for Dr. Krieger's book on the general subject. of origins of culture in the
New World (with related data on geology, glaciology, paleontology and
environmental changes); and to compile a list for the OAS of the persons
and institutions conducting research into these problems. "The results",
he says, "were astonishing." Few archaeologists in the United States
ever read publications in Spanish, and none had ever undertaken . before to
go and see what the fine scholars in thes~ countries have been doing.
Only a small portion of the obviously early material has been published,
.and Dr. Krieger was surprised to see scores of collections in . various
countries of. such crude workmanship that it compares with European
Paleolithic in quality if not in the particular artifact forms. . That
this is not a case of survival of simple cultures in marginal areas is
shown by the occurrence of this material in areas where radiocarbon dates
show much more advanced cult~res as early as 10,500 years ago. All of
this has profound implications ln the age of man in both North and South
America. The talk will be illustrated with slides.
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c.• G. Nelson
ABSTRACT:

•

Problems of rapport have long existed between amateurs and
professionals, and have often created ill-will and mutual
misunderstanding between them. 'Ibis article, written by a
non-professional archaeologist, stresses the role which the
mature amateur has assumed in the preservation and recovery
of archaeological data. At the sane time, however, it boldly
puts emphasis on the responsibilities which the profession
and its individual members must assume in order to win the
amateurs' undivided support.

***
The

l)eld by those having an interest in archaeology are a result of
-o.j!i,vation. If the drive is one of possession, then there is little
or no recognition of the basic tenets of the discipline: this person is the
pot-hunter of to~ay, the objet d'art collector or antiquarian of the nineteenth
century_. In contrast there is the person who believes that the development of
the prehistoric record is the primary justif icatioo for the recovery of artifacts and other materials from which the prehistory is written. The latter
concept is held by most professional archaeologists and is accepted without
reservation by the mature amateur. It is also the basis on which the professional defends the principle of the preservation of archaeological resources.
In between these two limits there are a variety of collectors who consider
themselves above the pot-hunter or purposeful vandal (Nickerson, 1962, pp 9-11)
and yet fall short of following the methodology or the ethical standards of the
discipline •
attit~d~f

individu~l

Another factor affecting the professional-collector relationship is the succession of persons coming in contact with the archaeological specimens. Smith in
commenting about the neglected fields for archaeological research (Smith, 1907,
pp 131-133), the upper Columbia Valley in part, speculated that the area has
been occupied by white people a comparatively short time and this shifting population was not given to the preservation of archaeological objects. As of 1907
it was only recently that permanent settlers came into the country. Since 1907
and up to the present time, the permanent settlers have amassed large personal
collections, the largest of these collected prior to 1926. Krieger examined
the Simmons, Gibson, Simpson, East, Brown, Browne, Congdon, Grosvenor and other
collections (Krieger, 1927, pp 187-188). The first salvage archaeology in this
area was done in 1939-40 in the Grand Coulee Dam Reservoir and reported by
Collier, Hudson and Ford: Archaeology !?!. ~ Upper Columbia Region. The concept
of conservation at that point was largely academic. Historically collectors have
had complete freedom in both the acquisition and possession of archaeological
materials. The younger an area is the stronger is this feeling of individual
eminent domain. 'lllis is tne crux of the problem: to the collector, which is
more important, possession or scientific knowledge; to the professional, what
can he offer that will make the principl~ of conservation acceptable?

•

~

•

•
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Another aspect to this general problem is the image that the professional creaiea,
i,e, the non-professional's view or impression. The professional rightly insists on a rigid code of ethics to be followed by all in order that archaeologic,t l
resources are preserved
either in situ or in writing. However, in a transition
'rom
/
.
logic to rationale, a certain segment of the professional view is that all
·
archaeological resources are the exclusive property of the professional and in
certain cases a particular person (professional). TQ a person on the outside,
these and other obvious professional jealousies seem to be a stronger motivating
force than the discipline. This sane attitude is directed by the professional
to those non-professionals not accepted by him. This eventually discredits the
individual professional and also the profession. Related to this strong professional line is the pedantic patronization by the profession~l that borders on
intellectual snobbery. Creating the proper image is important. The non-professional will equat~ the professional with hia demands. If the professional is
acceptable, then his demands are reasonable. The converse 11 true. It should
not be necessary to address this point to the professional since it is a basic
tenet of anthropological technique. Any evaluation of a specific situation
requires an unbiased analysis of this factor. The professional must prove himself to the amateur as the amateur must prove himself to the professional. Actually all that the amateur asks is that the professional is competent. intellect~
ually honeat, and lives up to the standards he has set up for the amateur. Regardless of pedigree, the professional must produce results for the amateur as
he murt for the profession. 'J'he amateur recognizes, for example, that the professional who recovers and stores artifacts without publishing is as much a pothunter as the purposeful vandal who collects for the sake of collecting. ~e
professional should realize that he can ~nfluence, if not control, the motivation of the individual non-professional by his approach and actions. It would
be less than candid if we did not admit that some professionals have made
'purposeful vandals ' out of collectors by the image they have presented.
Another question that certainly should be considered is whether or not the nonprofessional or amateur has a valid r~le in .archaeology. Many would consider
this a purely academic question because of the position, past and present, -of the
non-professional as represented by the many archaeological societies. However,
in considering future group organizations the problem becomes removed from . the
area of abstract speculation. First, the professional is the primary source of
•rchaeological research. The non-professional can assist and contribute in a
secondary role in a program of archaeological research and, if necessary,
function without the direct supervision of a professional. The qualification
that should be placed on the work performed . by the non-pro~essional is that this
work must be done under controlled conditions. The methodology must meet the
requirements of the particular problem. The other qualification that is implicit
with archaeological research is that the report, artifacts, and data be available.

•

A distinction between the .non professional operating as an individual vs. operating as part of a group is also apparent. The group organization can provide
the variety of skills needed as well as the framework ·for a -r ange of activities
and is therefore preferred. One factor that makes the part.ic ipation of the nonpr1)fesaional desirable is that the profes~ional ~overage is often inadequate.
The archaeological society can help satisfy the need for research. _The effectiveness Of such a group is dependent on the professional leadership proferred, and
lacking this, the degree of methodological skill of the individuals within the group.
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NOR'nlWEST COAST INDIAN ART EXHIBIT - CENTURY 21 EXPOSITION

•

One of the best reasons for going to the Fair is to see Dr. Erna Gunther's
beautiful exhibition of Northwest Coast Indian Art in the Fine Arts Pavilion.
The critics have been ver'f generous with their praise of the show and of
Dr. Gunther's scholarship, ·.but they fail to give her sufficient credit for
the thousands of miles of travel, the tired feet, the hard physical labor,
the bruised and aching muscles, the broken nails, the lost sleep, and the
general frustrations involved in the completion of this project. Her ability
to produce such fine results under the very difficult conditions must be due
to her abundant supply of ''Ernagy".
The show will last for only six months, but the catalogue, Northwest Coast
Indian Art, is a lasting result of this hard work and should be in the library
of every-Qne with even the slightest interest in Northwest Coast Indian art.
It not only contains excellent pictures of the pieces in the show but a text
that alone is worth mor~ than the price of the book, $1.0.0. Catalogues are
for sale only at the Fair at the present time. If and when they are available
from other sources, there will be an announcement in the Washington Archaeologist.
The Washington Archaeological Society extends congratulations and thanks to
Dr. Gunther for the fine exhibition and catalogue and hopes that she will
long continue her efforts to increase our knowledge and appreciation of the
great art that has come home.
...,
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This, the first of a series of articles to appear in the
Washington Archaeologist, is an effort to systematize both
the elements of style and technique as a guide for describing
petroglyphs. With regard to technique, all the possible modes
are described. Notable is the engraved petroglyph, examples
of which have been found. The elements of style are treated
by illustration rather than description. The sixty-five examples
shown emphasize the variety of form, the various combination
and treatment of these elements that would establish style.
The complete series will form a frame of reference for field
use which should result in many new discoveries.

*
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AN APPROACH TO A STYLISTIC ANALYSIS CP PETROGLYPHS

ABSTRACT:

•
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'lbe ornamentation or defapement of rock surfaces by man has been a means of expression and aesthetic e,JCPeriment since remotest times in all parts of the world.
To the generations that have followed these ~rkings have constituted a fascinating,
even a mysterious, remnant of some earlier ancestry that has inspired countless
attempts at their explanation. In regions where populations were relatively ·s table
there is reason to believe explanations are sound. In · areas where migration was
the case different cultures created problelJlS of association and succession which
increase the difficulty of archaeological explanation, but which adds to the interest in problem solving. America has the complication of migrant peoples, of a
people whose culture was mostly despised and supplanted by an alien culture which
only in later times became interested in the original cultures of the land. Indoctrinated in a culture unlike that being investigated investigators, no matter
how scientific their observations, are prone to sane error. Even native descendant'
of the or igina 1 cu 1 ture s, if trained in our institutions and in our methodology,
must reorient their thinking in order to reapproach their ancestral cultures without bias. Yet, in spite of imperfect nethods, investigations must be made in the
pursuance of a greater understanding of all facets of man's earlier existence.
Tb.rough the massing of data, the sifting and sorting out of alien or extraneous
materials, a core of sound information may be discovered.
Temporal factors are a necessary part of any investigation, which in the case of
petroglyphs having no clear patination, obvious stylistic association with other
art forms, or a direct relation to some previously dated man-made or man-disposed
object, are often difficult t~ assign in a relative time sequence. Possibly the
answer lies in nuclear research. As yet, attempts to determine the carbon content of painted glyphs has failed becau~e the S!lmpl.ing was insuf ~ ic ie.nt. It is
generally thought that in instances of prolonged _ occ~pancy of a region along
prominent bodies of water, pictures associated with "the upper river terraces of
benches reveal older petroglyphic forms. Logically this may be ~rue, however, unless some corr~borating evidence is also found it inUst be assumed that such con-
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clusiona are but tentative. Man's ambulatory nature and his curiosity abou·~
singular markings inspire duplication, invention, and the extension of the ~ea into
later times. It is a fortunate discovery that opens a sealed cave with ·undi$tUrbed
midden sequences as well as rock pictures. Equally fortunate are those excav-tors
in the Southwest who can, with a minimum of speculation and tre.e -ring dated r'1ins,
associate paintings on rock walls with actual man-made structures and · dwelling~.
In the Pacific Northwest there is little to suggest either sequences or ethnic
origins of petroglyphs short of the presumption that those in an area belonged to
the ~thnic group that inhabited it. Pos$ibly an iconographic relationship can be
estab~ished for soue of the northern areas, particularly the coastal regions from
WashiRgton to Alaskcl whe~e a developed symbolism was created. There is sufficient
ev.idenc~ along the Lower .Cpl-umbia to indicate that the authors of marks may not
have been from the area ~or certain forms have a wide distribution. Casual marauders
or exploring natives may ~ot have taken time to leave their marks; yet, even this
assumption ~ faulty si~ce mo•t glyphs may be made in a relatively short period.
In the retracing of a given trail or water passage it may well have been t~e custom
of the migrants to renew thc:)i~ maJ."ks from time to time thereby extending the cluster
of petroglyphs to a gallery. Trade was magnified by the abundance of European trade
good$, t~is trait must have had a long established tradition. The movement of portable · items has been studied. Archaeological sites give abundant evidence of the
exchange of goods and materials, all of which if ornamented might be ihe vehicle
for the diffuGion of techniques or designs. Petroglyphs are permanent art ~orms which
must have had some architype for they appear well developed, have marked similarities
of technique and depiction.
Techniques utilized in the Northwest are summarized in the following brief descrlptions:
PECKING a surface with a somewhat
means was widely used. (Primary:
using a maul to strike the cutting
Repeated applications deepened and

•

•

pointed tool, either as a primary or secondary
pounding directly with the tool. Secondary:
tool). The res~lt was a U-shaped hole or groove.
widened the area worked.

RUBBED grooves resemble pecked areas, but instead of a vertical attack on the rock
surface, it was a horizontal abrasion with some tool not dissimilar to the blunted
point used in pecking • . It is likely that such a technique would leave directional
scars in the grooves. This is similar to engraving which follows.
ENGRAVING like rubbing, is distinguished by a more precise result. It is assumed
that a chipped graver, burin, or blade was utilized to wear into the surface. 'lbe
results usually leave V-shaped gooves as seen in cross-section, although variants
and even u-shaped grooves would be possible if the tool were so contoured on its
cutting edge.
SURFACE SMOOTIUNG was a general technique f·or finishing or preparing surfaces. One
method is the rubbing of two stone su~faces, one being coar$er and more abrasive
than the othe~. A similar method, using two similar stones required the introduction of a grit between which ground both contact surfaces equally. Strips or
pieces of raw-hide with abrasive sands were also used. The skin of the dog-fish
was used along the coast' for wood ·smoothing; however, it is not · known whether it
was also used in treating stone surfaces,
·
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CHIPPING, best known in its universal use in making points, blades, and other
impletnents, is possible in the fracturing of basalt. Suggestions of gross chipping on surfaces are seen but appear not to have been used in the actual making
of petroglypha.
ETCHING is mentioned here because some authors have u~ed the techniques included
under engraving. Fundamentally, etching implies the eating away of a surface by
some impersonal agency, usually an acid. Most acids available to native populations were too slow in action to be of practical use in the making of petroglyphs.
An example of known etching is that used by the prehistoric Hohokam of Arizona in
the
designing of shell.
·

f

•

PAINTING, although not a true defacement of rock, is included since it is one of
the basic techniques used by Indians for marking rock surfaces. lt is not possible
to pQsitively determine the method by which surfaces were painted, but by comparisQp with establ~ahed ethnic data pigments were applied with daubers, spatulas
or crude brushes usually made of s~me fibrous material. Application was either
directly to a su~faoe, or into a prepared glyph abraded by one of the above mentioned techniques, Although it is not known that color was rubbed in, this seems
a distinct possib~lity for an even application of a pigment, mixed with some binder
or oil, would require a certain repeated application. This would have added to the
likelihood of colors remaining for year3 on surfaces exposed to the weather. Certain painted galleries on the Columbia are remarkably clear for their presumed
antiquity •
Permanency was a distinct intent of the makers of petroglyph&. A few scratches
(the possibility exists that many of these may have been made by later Caucasians)
appear to be crude and trivial. There is little indication that the artists did
any amount of trial in the working of rock surfaces. Moat glyphs seem distinctly
mature in their style and the techniques well established. Possibly casual trials
have weathered away.
If we may presume that most petroglyphs were more than a casual marking, then what
were they? What did they mean? These questions have intrigued amateur and professional. Wild speculations have given their origin to master races that once
lived on this earth. Such an assumption is absurd, for any people with only simple
tools could have made them. Similarly, the likelihood of some migrant people who
traversed the globe is equally untenable for studies of physical anthropologists,
a~ well as archaeologists, has fairly well established the basic racial relationship of New World prehistory to the rest of the world. Culturecentrism has lingered
long in attempts to relate Aryan, Hebraic. or other major culture to the Americas.
Such theories implies the deep seated bias we are prone to have in judging other
cultures. Even Freudian interpretation seems outside logical interpretation.

•

Petroglyphography needs as unbiased an approach as can be formulated. This can
best be done in a taxonomic approach establishing a basic nomenclature, and evolving an association or significant parts to form total configurations. In the accompanying plates an attempt is made to set up a numb.er of basic forms which appear frequently in petroglyphs. These have been isolated for the sake of clarity
and through their reapplication to complex forms may indi~ate a parallel to their
actual formul.at.ion into important forms. It is not intended that the examples
given are all inclusive, certain ·obvious omissions are known but they may be in-
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terpolated. Thus all open figures may be filled forms. All forms may have any
number of appendages, extensions, or connections. Each basic form is related to
more developed ones to indicate no more than a suggestion of the complexity they
may attain. Terms are kept simple, implicative of the ~dea desired, and in all
cases the simpler form is the best term applied. Secondary terminology is
given as descriptive of modifications Qr alterations.

•

A further development of this treatment of petrogly?hs and their description
will be made in the next issue of the Washingtcn Archae ologi.st.
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